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The 2B0-023 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 2B0-023 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 2B0-023 exam is very challenging, but with our 2B0-023 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 2B0-023 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Enterasys 2B0-023 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 2B0-023 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Enterasys exam
- 2B0-023 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 2B0-023 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 2B0-023 tested and verified before publishing
- 2B0-023 exam questions with exhibits
- 2B0-023 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Enterasys certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 2B0-023 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 2B0-023 test is an important part of Enterasys certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 2B0-023 exam is essential and core part of Enterasys certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 2B0-023 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Enterasys 2B0-023 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 2B0-023 now!
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Question: 1
What are three primary common goals of a corporate/network security policy?
A. Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA)
B. Security, Productivity and Adaptability (SPA)
C. Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA)
D. Authentication, Encryption and Compression (AEC)
Answer: C
Question: 2
Which of the following must an IDS administrator consider when deploying Dragon in accordance
with a corporate security policy?
A. Must understand the purpose and scope of each aspect of the overall security policy
B. Must understand the security goals of each product in the organization (i.e., operating
systems, routers, firewalls, NIDS, HIDS, VPN gateways)
C. Must understand the detailed configurations on each router within the security domain
D. Must understand how the security policy impacts the I.T. budget
Answer: A, B
Question: 3
What functions can Dragon accomplish as related to a corporate/network security policy?
A. Dragon agents can gather information about network security compromises and automatically
produce corporate/network security policy documents
B. Dragon agents can detect and log security policy deviations
C. Dragon agents can assist with security policy enforcement via Active Responses
D. Dragon can evaluate a corporate/network policy to determine if it is complete and effective
Answer: B, C
Question: 4
Which vulnerability scanner and report format is required for use with the Dragon VCT?
A. MySQL; .msq formatted output
B. Nessis; .nfr formatted output
C. Nessus; .nes formatted output
D. Nessus; .nsr formatted output
E. NMAP; .nmp formatted output
Answer: D
Question: 5
Which of the following is NOT a recommended means of vulnerability response using Dragon?
A. Use the Dragon NMAP PERL scripts to tune the dragon.net file
B. Deploy Dragon Deceptive Services (Honeypot)
C. Deploy Dragon Vulnerability Correlation Tool
D. Enable SSL and AES on the Network Sensor to DPM communication channel
E. Correlate Dragon forensics reports with vulnerability scanner output, and create new
signatures as necessary
Answer: D
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